Fair Chance Hiring for Employers

Part Five: Implementing Fair and Transparent Candidate Screening

By Beth Avery

For most jobs, employer background checks are unnecessary. However, if your company performs background checks for some or all positions, it can adopt policies to reduce unfair barriers to hiring workers with arrest and conviction records. NELP’s eight-part “Fair Chance Hiring for Employers” series of policy briefs comprehensively explores the steps employers can take toward fair chance hiring. Part Five details several ways to make your candidate selection and screening process fairer and more transparent, even when a background check is required.

Fairness and transparency will instill trust among applicants and reduce the likelihood of them dropping out midstream. To that end, extend conditional job offers in writing and make clear on what they are conditioned—which should not include screening candidates out because of unimportant resume details or credit history. When (and if) it comes time for a criminal background check, make sure the process is explained to the individual, don’t request unnecessary information from the applicant, and maintain confidentiality of all record-related information.

A. Extend a conditional job offer in writing, making clear upon what the offer is conditioned

Strong fair chance hiring policies delay criminal background checks until after a conditional job offer. Delaying such screening allows candidate selection to be based on qualifications and insulated from the stigma of a record. Even if background checks are delayed, however, candidates may still be confused about the process, and bias can impact important employer decisions. Implementing clear, segmented processes and communicating them to candidates in writing will help reduce both confusion and the room for bias.

At large institutions, post-offer screening can involve several processes in addition to criminal background checks. But knowledge of a candidate’s criminal record may influence the opinions your staff forms about other aspects of the applicant’s background. Resume verification, reference checks, and credit checks (if required by law) should be isolated from one another and from criminal background checks. Moreover, a criminal background check should not be conducted until after the applicant has cleared other hurdles and is deemed otherwise qualified.
Even if your company does not fully isolate the criminal background check from other post-offer screening, be sure to inform the applicant what will happen when and why. An important part of a transparent hiring process is to communicate the conditional job offer to the selected candidate in writing, making clear upon what information the offer is conditioned, such as the results of a criminal background check, credit check (when required by law), or other screening. That notice should clearly state how the candidate can expect any post-offer screening to proceed, on what timeline, and what type of information might create the basis for rescinding the offer.

Example of a Bifurcated Background Check Process in New York City Law

New York City requires employers to bifurcate their post-offer screening in order to isolate decisions about applicants’ conviction records and to ensure that applicants are notified when their record is the reason for losing a job opportunity. If conducted, resume verification, reference checks, credit checks, and other aspects of pre-employment screening must occur before a criminal background check. After a criminal background check is conducted, the employer may revoke the conditional job offer based on criminal history or two other narrow pieces of information: (i) the results of a medical exam as permitted by the Americans with Disabilities Act, or (ii) other information that is material to job performance that the employer could not have reasonably known before the conditional offer. Following this model may help limit the potential for the stigma of a record to shade your hiring staff’s interpretation of the results of other aspects of an applicant’s background check.

B. Avoid strict resume verification and make clear how requested information may be used to disqualify applicants

Strict resume verification will likely lead your company to unnecessarily reject strong, qualified candidates, especially workers with records. Even if candidates are ultimately hired, asking them to locate old employment records or delaying a start date to complete the
verification process creates unnecessary inconvenience and stress, and it starts the employment relationship on the wrong foot. Therefore, overly strict policies that require lengthy verification should be avoided. Instead, employers should make efforts to streamline their processes and limit screening to what is truly needed to qualify a worker for the job. At the very least, application forms should clearly warn candidates about what types of inaccuracies might lead to rescission of a job offer.

Because of the difficulty of obtaining stable employment, workers with records may have a work history comprised of many short-term or temp jobs or that includes work for unstable businesses. A longer list of past jobs makes it harder to recall and verify exact positions and dates of employment, and individuals cannot obtain such details from past employers if the business lacks a responsive HR department or has ceased to exist. Furthermore, many individuals whose pasts include periods of unstable housing or incarceration have lost personal effects and important documents along the way, including records of employment that they might have used to confirm employment details. Temp jobs can also cause confusion, leaving workers unsure whether to list the staffing company or individual placement employers on their resume. Thus, even a seemingly neutral resume verification policy may unfairly exclude people with records.

Unnecessarily Long Verification Processes Delay Needed Income for Qualified Workers

Workers with records and people experiencing poverty often don’t have the luxury to wait on needed income while large employers complete unnecessarily lengthy screening. Nevertheless, long resume verification processes frequently result in such setbacks for workers.

After being offered a position at a large company, “Andre’s” start date was pushed back by “about a month” because his new employer had difficulty contacting his many previous employers as part of its detailed resume verification process. That setback wasn’t easy for Andre, a client of the Safer Foundation in Chicago. His conviction history made for an especially complicated employment history, including stints (some as a temp) in factories, warehouses, retail, a gas station, and even a credit union.

Another job applicant with a conviction record, “Jasmine,” was forced to make hard choices because of a company’s lengthy post-offer screening process. She received and turned down several other job offers while waiting for her final offer from the company. Luckily, she was ultimately hired.

“Brianna” was also ultimately hired by a large company, but not until after her hiring was delayed by weeks because the employer had difficulty verifying that she had worked for one of the many employers listed on her resume.

If your company must use strict resume verification to exclude candidates, your job application forms should clearly warn when candidates need to be precise in listing job titles, dates of employment, and other resume details. It may seem obvious to HR professionals at large companies that an applicant’s prior employment and education will be verified and therefore that all information on a resume must be exact. In reality, however,
many people don’t know the rules of the game. Weeding out applicants based on a lack of insider knowledge about application “etiquette” will not necessarily get you the most qualified applicant, but it will likely disproportionately screen out people from low-income communities, people of color, and people with diverse backgrounds.

Insignificant Resume Errors Shouldn’t Cost Jobs
Job applicants can face unexpected issues with a strict resume verification process after receiving a conditional job offer. For example, one company rescinded its job offer to “Jada” and informed her that she would never again be eligible to work there after deciding that she had been untruthful in her application materials. Jada was a client of the Safer Foundation in Chicago, and although the specific reasons for this decision remain unclear, certain aspects of Jada’s post-offer screening shed some light. Jada had difficulty verifying some of the 12 prior jobs on her resume. Of note, one employer no longer existed. Although Jada was eventually able to confirm her prior employment through tax documentation, those documents revealed an approximately two-month discrepancy with the start date she had listed on her resume.

C. Eliminate credit checks
Screening out job applicants based on credit history will undermine your company’s efforts to hire people with records as well as people of color. Credit history already determines access to many necessities in life—housing rentals; credit cards; and loans for things like home ownership, small businesses, cars, and education—and should not also decide whether a person can get a job. Employment credit checks create a catch-22 for many formerly incarcerated and other low-income workers, who are generally unable to improve their overall financial position and credit without income from work.

“I wanted to do better. I wanted better for myself. . . . It was hard. It’s still hard. . . . It’s still hard because I’m still trying to get my credit straight. I’m trying to apply for loans, and grants, and all that. All that stuff, you know, my background affects all that.”
— “Darryl,” a client of the Safer Foundation in Chicago, describes the struggle to rebuild his life after incarceration.

One recent study estimates that incarceration reduces credit score by an average of 42 to 57 points. A lack of income while incarcerated prevents individuals from paying their existing debts. Meanwhile, charges and convictions often mean significant additional debt in the form of legal expenses and weighty fines and fees. Furthermore, incarcerated people are particularly vulnerable to identity theft—which can destroy a person’s credit—and have a harder time remedying it. People with conviction records already face a lifelong reduction in wages and in their ability to afford life’s necessities. Incarceration translates into lifetime earnings being cut in half, while even a misdemeanor conviction reduces annual earnings by an average of 16 percent. Rejecting job applicants because of credit score unfairly increases the economic disadvantages of having a record.
Reliance on credit history, especially oversimplified credit scores, deepens structural racism and economic inequality. Basing hiring decisions on credit history is particularly unfair to Black and Latinx workers, who are both more likely than white workers to have been incarcerated and more likely to have a low credit score or none at all. One in three Black consumers has a credit score below 620, twice the rate of white consumers. Meanwhile, the majority of white consumers have a credit score above 700, compared with just 20 percent of Black consumers. Nearly twice the percentage of Black households lack any credit score as white households.

Hiring decisions should never be based on credit scores. Even in the very limited circumstances when federal law requires some employers to ascertain the “financial responsibility” of some prospective employees, employers still should not rely on credit score. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), for example, has recognized credit score as an oversimplified metric that may not correlate to financial responsibility.

At Best, Unnecessary Credit Checks Send a Bad Message

“Jada” received a conditional offer in 2020 to work at a large company that later rescinded her job offer after conducting post-offer screening, including a credit check and employment history verification. Because of unstable past employment and income, Jada’s credit score was low. A client of the Safer Foundation in Chicago, Jada says the prospective employer informed her that her credit history was the reason it rescinded her job offer. The company, however, later asserted that the credit check was both required by law and not the reason for rescinding the offer. But, even if Jada’s credit history was not a factor in the company’s decision, its failure to clearly communicate the reason for rescinding her job offer left Jada feeling “excluded for being poor.”

D. Clearly inform candidates about the criminal background check process and require only necessary information

Even when a criminal background check is delayed until after a conditional offer, the background check process can provoke anxiety among applicants with records, who have likely been treated unfairly by other employers. Show applicants the respect they deserve by making the process transparent and by not requiring the applicant to submit unnecessary information.
First, provide clear, written notice and obtain consent for the background check. Such notice and consent are legally mandated by the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act for background checks conducted by commercial screening companies. Employers must clearly and conspicuously notify the applicant of an upcoming background check in a standalone written form and obtain written consent. Even if the background checks used by your company are not regulated by the Fair Credit Reporting Act, clear, written notice and consent shows that you value the applicant’s agency.

Second, provide full information about what the background check process will entail and its anticipated timeline. Helping applicants know what to expect will make them feel more comfortable and reduce the likelihood of applicants dropping out of the process midstream. This type of information will allow the applicant to plan, prepare, and reach out if there are issues. After all, this is the candidate you selected as the best fit for the position, and it’s in your company’s interest to help them succeed in the background check process.

Third, limit what record-related information and documents you request from the applicant. Providing documentation and information to the employer is a burden on the applicant that can be costly, time-consuming, and stressful. While it may be helpful to flag for candidates that certain information may later assist with your company’s fair consideration of their conviction record(s), it’s unfair to burden the applicant with providing more information than is necessary. For example, asking the applicant to self-disclose their record is redundant if you later acquire a background check report. Similarly, any written explanation or documents related to the applicant’s conviction(s) are entirely unnecessary until after you have preliminarily determined that a conviction is job-related and potentially disqualifying. Moreover, the applicant’s provision of any such explanation or supporting documents should be entirely voluntary, as required by some laws. Even when not prohibited by law, extensive requests may cost you qualified applicants who drop out of the hiring process because of the expense and difficulty of responding to your requests.

Inadequate Communication by Hiring Staff Can Add Insult to Injury

Months after receiving a conditional offer to work at a large company, “Maurice” was surprised to lose his job offer because of his conviction record. Maurice had timely provided the information about his record requested by the company, even paying to overnight court records. He then waited. Finally, on the Friday before his Monday start date, he called the company’s recruitment helpline to obtain more details about his first day. That’s when he learned that his offer had been rescinded. (Minutes later, he received an email indicating the same.) Although the company’s HR protocols include notifying the applicant about a rescinded offer, somehow, that information did not timely make it to Maurice, a client of the Safer Foundation in Chicago. More careful communication would have limited Maurice’s worry, reduced his disappointment, and enabled him to restart his job search sooner.
### E. Share background check information on a need-to-know basis only

Set new employees up for success by keeping background check results within as small a circle as possible. Such records should be kept confidential within HR and shared only with individuals essential to deciding whether to rescind an offer. Even the hiring manager should be notified only if necessary.

After determining which employees should have access to record information, adequately train all such employees to interpret background check reports. Rap sheets are difficult to read, even for attorneys. The untrained eye may misinterpret a single incident to be multiple incidents because of redundant charges. Training on accurately interpreting a background check report would supplement broader internal education on diversity, equity, and inclusion and on your institution’s fair chance hiring policies, all of which are especially important for staff evaluating background check information and deciding whether to rescind job offers.

Under no circumstances should record-related information be provided to the applicant’s would-be co-workers or prospective supervisors. Sharing even the existence of the applicant’s record with such colleagues may lead them to ostracize their new co-worker. Additionally, the stigma of a record may unfairly influence a supervisor’s or colleague’s opinion of the new employee’s job performance.

Make clear to hired individuals that record information will be kept confidential. Show your new employee respect by allowing them to decide whether and how to share details from their past with their co-workers.

### Hiring Technology Reduces Transparency and Magnifies Bias

Predictive hiring tools—like personality tests and algorithms—can seem like attractive ways to quickly choose candidates. These tools, however, are seriously flawed. The tools measure proxies and not the actual skills that employers desire. At best, the tools aren’t helpful to employers. At worst, they sort candidates in biased and illegal ways. While individual bias can certainly impact any hiring decision, algorithms apply bias at scale to hundreds or thousands of applicants, amplifying its effect and unfairly locking people of color, people with disabilities, and women out of jobs.

Automated hiring tools also undermine transparency. Candidates typically don’t know on what basis they are being assessed and aren’t informed whether and why they failed an assessment. Even employers often don’t understand assessment tools, instead trusting vendors to calibrate them to their needs in a supposedly unbiased way.

For more information about the emerging area of biased hiring technology, please consult resources provided by civil rights organizations, like The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, and organizations studying the intersection of justice and technology, like Upturn, Data & Society, and the Center for Democracy and Technology.
Sample Conditional Offer Notice

*How to Use:* Below is an example of a conditional offer notice to an applicant. You should provide this notice to a job applicant after selecting them for hire but before conducting a criminal background check. As explained above, delaying the background check and enhancing transparency of the process will build trust among potential future employees.

Re: Conditional Offer of Employment & Notice of Conviction Background Check

Dear [APPLICANT]:

We are writing to make you a *conditional offer of employment* for the position of [INSERT POSITION]. Before this job offer becomes final, we will check your conviction history. The form attached to this letter asks for your permission to check your conviction history and provides more information about that background check.

After reviewing your conviction history report, we will either:

- a) Notify you that this conditional job offer has become final; or
- b) Notify you in writing that we intend to revoke this job offer because of your conviction history.

This process should take approximately [INSERT TIME ESTIMATE] after we receive your authorization for a background check. If you do not hear from us within [INSERT TIME ESTIMATE], please reach out to the individual listed below.

Some laws limit our ability to hire people with certain conviction histories. If a federal, state, or local law restricts our ability to hire you into the position we have offered you, we will notify you and let you know if and how the restrictions might be avoided.

If no law prohibits us from hiring you, we will revoke your job offer only if a past conviction is recent and directly related to the duties of the job we have offered you. We will consider all of the following:

- The nature and seriousness of the offense
- The amount of time since the offense
- The nature of the job

We will notify you in writing if we plan to revoke this job offer after reviewing your conviction history. That decision will be *preliminary*, and you will have an opportunity to respond before it becomes final. We will identify conviction(s) that concern us, give you a copy of the background check report, and allow you at least two weeks to respond with information showing the conviction history report is inaccurate and/or with information about your rehabilitation or mitigating circumstances. We will review any information you timely submit and then decide whether to finalize or revoke this job offer.

Sincerely,

[INSERT NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR RELEVANT INDIVIDUAL]

Enclosure: Authorization for Background Check
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